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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a reflection of an actor’s learned ability to trust ones self and to trust the
process, following three years of intense training. It consists of my statement of artistry,
documentation of my thesis project and performance, as well as my future professional
development materials.
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STATEMENT OF ARTISTRY
“The only thing we have to fear is…fear itself”. Those were the famous words of
Franklin D. Roosevelt at his first Inaugural Address on March 4th, 1933. It is funny to me how
often these wise words are tossed around, and yet so often unheeded. I cannot keep track of how
many times, unknowingly even, I have fallen victim to fear. As an artist, I have long battled with
the ugly face of fear, and many times have lost. A fearful artist cannot truly fulfill his destiny as
an artist. In these last three years, I have really learned to see fear for what it is: not believing the
truth about myself. I am done with being a fearful artist. I am an artist who trusts in what I know
to be true.
I very distinctly remember having a moment of self-reflection in the sixth grade. I was
standing in the art room of my elementary school. One of my classmates was talking about how
much fun it would be to be an actor. I remember that moment so clearly, because deep down I
felt this joy and excitement rising up in me like never before. Within the same instant, I went
through all the reasons in my young mind of why I could never be an actor. My school was very
small, and did not have a theatre program of any kind. I had never been exposed to theatre. I
thought it was way too big of a dream for me. That was the year 2000. Fast forward to 2008,
after almost 3 years of college, I was a half satisfied nursing major. While on my fall break
during a week off of school, I traveled to NYC to visit my brother, and there I saw my very first
theatre production on Broadway of the musical Spring Awakening. My imagination was
jumpstarted like never before. I felt that same joy rising up within my like I experienced in that
moment way back in the sixth grade. The following school year, I switched majors from nursing
to theatre.
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I was attending school at Oral Roberts University, and was very fortunate to have
talented acting teachers Courtneay Sanders and Chris Crawford teach me, from the ground up,
how to be a real theatre artist. After getting my Bachelors degree, I was immediately accepted
into the MFA program at the University of Arkansas for acting.
Even at this point in my artistic career, I felt very inexperienced. I was still clinging to the idea
that everybody knew more than me, that they had done more dynamic shows than me, and that
they knew much more about what they were talking about than I did. I felt like I was just a
normal guy hiding in the shell of a theatre artist. Throughout a big portion of my time at the U of
A, I still listened to my own fears that told me I didn’t know what I was doing, and that I was not
going to know what I was doing for a long time.
Here at the U of A, my teachers taught me so much. I learned how to do good script
analysis, how to be more honest in my acting, how to use my voice and body in the best ways,
and how to free myself of bad acting habits that I had grown accustomed to using. Through
wonderful teaching of all kinds of techniques, as well as so much encouragement from my
teachers and classmates, I have finally begun to realize that I really am an artist, I have a voice, I
have real human truths to share from the stage…I am valid. The moment that I stop trying to “get
it right” and start trusting myself as a true artist is the moment that I can really give to people
instead of trying to please people.
Throughout this wonderfully difficult and pressing process here, aside from learning my
craft as an actor, my biggest lesson has been to trust myself as an artist. When I begin to trust
myself as an artist, I no longer have a need to resort to false acting habits. I have found such a
joy in freedom from fear of failure. Through this joy, rather than focusing on my own
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insecurities as an actor, my focus shifts to sharing the story that I am telling from the stage. To
me, this is what being a real theatre artist is.
I am still on this journey to continually become a fearless actor, but am now winning
battles with fear and self-doubt more often than not. When I continue to trust myself, trust what I
have been taught, and trust the work through process, I find that my fellow actors and directors
trust me as well. The actor who lets go of fear can truly become one who collaborates well,
encourages their fellow colleagues, and most successfully imparts human truths to the
audience…which is why we do what we do in the first place.
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WEBSITE LINK
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HEADSHOT AND RESUME

Photo reprinted with permission from photographer, Sean Frank
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